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ABSTRACT
Although Piwi proteins and Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) genetically repress transposable elements (TEs), it is unclear how the
highly diverse piRNA populations direct Piwi proteins to silence TE targets without silencing the entire transcriptome. To
determine the capacity of piRNA-mediated silencing, we introduced reporter genes into Drosophila OSS cells, which express
microRNAs (miRNAs) and piRNAs, and compared the Piwi pathway to the Argonaute pathway in gene regulation. Reporter
constructs containing several target sites that were robustly silenced by miRNAs were not silenced to the same degrees by
piRNAs. However, another set of reporters we designed to enable a large number of both TE-directed and genic piRNAs to
bind were robustly silenced by the PIWI/piRNA complex in OSS cells. These reporters show that a bulk of piRNAs are
required to pair to the reporter’s transcripts and not the reporter’s DNA sequence to engage PIWI-mediated silencing.
Following our genome-wide study of PIWI-regulated targets in OSS cells, we assessed candidate gene elements with our
reporter platform. These results suggest TE sequences are the most direct of PIWI regulatory targets while coding genes are
less directly affected by PIWI targeting. Finally, our study suggests that the PIWI transcriptional silencing mechanism triggers
robust chromatin changes on targets with sufficient piRNA binding, and preferentially regulates TE transcripts because proteincoding transcripts lack a threshold of targeting by piRNA populations. This reporter platform will facilitate future dissections
of the PIWI-targeting mechanism.
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INTRODUCTION
Piwi proteins and piRNAs are best known to suppress transposable elements (TEs) in animal germ cells, as supported
by TE transcript up-regulation in Piwi pathway mutants
(Aravin et al. 2004; Kalmykova et al. 2005; Saito et al. 2006;
Vagin et al. 2006), a genetic role in hybrid dysgenesis studies
(Brennecke et al. 2008; Chambeyron et al. 2008; Khurana
et al. 2011; Grentzinger et al. 2012), and perfect complementarity between piRNA sequences and TE coding transcripts
(Juliano et al. 2011; Siomi et al. 2011). In Drosophila, the precursors to TE-associated piRNAs can begin as long singlestranded transcripts from loci that trap TE relics in a biased
orientation so that transcription generates piRNAs complementary to TEs (Brennecke et al. 2007; Lau et al. 2009a;
Malone et al. 2009). One such piRNA cluster locus on the
X chromosome, called flamenco ( flam), genetically affects
TE mobilization in the ovarian follicle cells (Bucheton 1995;
Mevel-Ninio et al. 2007). Finally, PIWI can also potentially
regulate genes via generating abundant genic piRNAs such
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as from the 3′ UTR of traffic jam (tj) (Robine et al. 2009;
Saito et al. 2009).
Both transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) and post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) as well as gene activation
mechanisms have previously been proposed for Piwi/
piRNA-mediated function (Pal-Bhadra et al. 2004; Grivna
et al. 2006; Brower-Toland et al. 2007; Klenov et al. 2007;
Yin and Lin 2007; Aravin et al. 2008). However, it is unclear
which of these mechanisms dominate in gonadal cells, and
how many piRNAs are required to manifest target regulation.
Despite the fact that Drosophila PIWI retains the catalytic residues which exhibit “Slicer” endonucleolytic activity (Lau et
al. 2006; Saito et al. 2006; De Fazio et al. 2011; Reuter et al.
2011), this activity is not required for TE repression nor loading of piRNAs into PIWI (Saito et al. 2010; Darricarrere et al.
2013). If piRNAs require perfect base-pairing for efficient targeting and silencing, this would partially explain the preference of piRNAs targeting TEs over genes. Nevertheless,
additional mechanistic studies are required to address how
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Allowing mismatches while mapping diverse piRNA
sequences pinpoints the entire transcriptome
To illustrate the challenge in bioinformatically predicting
piRNA targets beyond expected TEs, we conducted a straightforward prediction of Drosophila OSS cell piRNAs that could
base-pair to Drosophila RefSeq transcripts with different degrees of mismatches (Supplemental Fig. S1). When one or
fewer mismatches are allowed, the majority of TEs are predictably matched to piRNAs, but very few piRNAs (<2%)
are accounted for in targeting a modest number of mRNA targets (<4% of transcriptome). Although ∼50% of Drosophila
mRNAs can be paired with two base mismatches to a small
fraction of piRNAs (<5%), allowing three base mismatches
in predictions resulted in nearly every mRNA transcript predicted to pair with a piRNA. In these types of target predictions, we assumed each small RNA sequence has an equal
propensity to base-pair with a transcript target, and this assumption can be extended to miRNA target predictions which
deal with a much smaller diversity of miRNA sequences.
However, the >4.2 million unique piRNA sequences expressed in OSS cells lends to the prediction that the entire
germ cell transcriptome could be targeted by piRNAs.
Therefore, we require a deeper understanding of what features
may dictate the effectiveness of piRNA sequences in target
regulation before we can devise more sophisticated target prediction models.
Target silencing capacity is different between
miRNAs and piRNAs
Many sequence features for miRNA target prediction have
been classically tested with several tandem miRNA-binding
sequences inserted into the 3′ UTR of the luciferase reporter
1978
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gene (Grimson et al. 2007). We extended this platform to examine whether individual piRNAs could regulate analogous
reporter constructs (Fig. 1). We chose the four most-abundant piRNAs in OSS cells (nominally named piR-1–4) to
compare with two modestly expressed miRNAs (miR-14
and miR-12). These small RNAs showed similar relative
abundances in OSS cells from deep-sequencing as well as by
quantitative Northern blots (Fig. 1B), although the minor
differences between the measuring approaches could be technical or due to different passage numbers of the OSS cell
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well PIWI and piRNAs regulate gene and TE expression at
both the TGS and PTGS levels.
Argonaute (Ago) proteins, which bind microRNAs
(miRNAs) and small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) are homologs of Piwi proteins. AGO1/miRNA complexes can inhibit
thousands of transcripts by base-pair interactions between
the miRNA “seed” elements and a single or a few target sites
in the 3′ untranslated regions (3′ UTRs) of genes (Bartel
2009). However, it is unclear which transcripts interact with
Piwi proteins and piRNAs; and whether metazoan piRNAs
routinely bind targets with base mismatches. The enormous
diversity of piRNAs in gonadal cells dwarf the smaller number
of miRNA sequences (greater than millions of unique piRNA
sequences [Betel et al. 2007] versus <1000 miRNAs [Chiang et
al. 2010]). If PIWI/piRNA-targeting mechanisms can operate
like AGO1/miRNA complexes in tolerating base-pairing mismatches, the entire germ cell transcriptome would be predicted to be targeted. How then are piRNA targets determined?
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FIGURE 1. AGO1/miRNA and PIWI/piRNA complexes act differently
on gene silencing reporter constructs. (A) Diagram of the reporter construct design, (RBS) RNA binding site, repeated in four tandem copies
(4×). (B) Relative abundance of the small RNAs that were determined
from early cultures of OSS cells used in these assays (Lau et al.
2009b). Relative abundance from deep-sequencing was calculated
from reads per million, while similar relative abundance levels were confirmed by quantitative Northern blots (below graphs, standards are 10,
50, 100, 500, and 1000 pg). Only two miRNA and piRNA Northern blots
are shown as representatives. (C) Reporter gene expression levels normalized to the respective mutated site reporter. Error bars are the standard error of biological triplicates. Asterisk indicates statistical
significance relative to the mutated sites control, at P < 0.05,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test. (D) The tethered construct reporter system
(Pillai et al. 2004; Djuranovic et al. 2010). (E) This reporter design is sufficient to induce AGO1-mediated repression, but in a cell line with an
endogenous Piwi pathway, it is unable to trigger silencing by tethered
PIWI (which behaves similar to the LacZ negative control). The asterisk
marks statistically significant λN-HA-AGO-mediated repression (P <
0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (F ) The upper Western blot shows
each of the λN-HA- and HA-fusion transgene constructs were similarly
expressed. The lower Western blot shows the λN-HA-PIWI is nuclear localized like endogenous PIWI in OSS cells. Sub-cellular fractions from
OSS cells transfected plasmid expressing λN-HA-PIWI, probed with
anti-HA antibody.
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sample. We designed three sets of reporter constructs per
small RNA—a perfectly complementary target, a target with
three mismatched bases downstream from an intact “seed” sequence, and a mutated target with three more mismatches
that completely disrupts the “seed” sequence to serve as a
baseline for reporter normalization. These plasmid reporters
were transiently transfected into an early isolate of OSS cells
described in Lau et al. (2009b) and then luciferase activity
was assayed 2 d later.
Although the miRNAs displayed a typical strong gene silencing effect for perfectly complementary as well as bulged
sites containing “seed” matching sequence, the piRNA reporters displayed more modest gene silencing with perfectly
complementary targets, and little regulation with bulged target sites (Fig. 1C). These results hinted at a difference in target silencing capacity between miRNAs and piRNAs.
To test if the targeting capacity difference is due to the distinctions between small RNA types or instead by differences
between Ago and Piwi proteins themselves, we generated a
B-box loop reporter construct that tethers Drosophila AGO1
or PIWI bearing an N-terminally fused λ-N protein, thereby
bringing AGO1/PIWI to the reporter gene in a small RNAindependent manner (Fig. 1D). Consistent with previous
studies (Djuranovic et al. 2011), the λ-N-DmAGO1 could robustly silence the reporters which contain five B-box loops
(Fig. 1E). Although all λ-N- and HA-tagged proteins were expressed from the transgenes, and λ-N-HA-PIWI was nuclear
localized (Fig. 1F), the λ-N-HA-PIWI was still unable to trigger gene silencing (Fig. 1E) and instead resembled the negative control of λ-N-LacZ in promoting the B-box-luciferase
reporter expression by a side effect of the λ-N protein binding
the stem–loop and possibly stabilizing the mRNA (Pillai et al.
2004). Thus, while these reporters with five B-box loop binding sites can recapitulate gene silencing by tethering AGO1
complexes independent of the miRNA, tethering of PIWI
to transcripts in this manner is insufficient for gene silencing.
Silencing by piRNAs has a bulk base-pairing/targeting
requirement
We hypothesized that many more PIWI/piRNA complexes
may be required to bind to the reporter transcript in order
to trigger gene silencing. Therefore, we constructed an array
of Renilla luciferase plasmids that could be targeted by many
TE-directed piRNAs derived from the flam locus or genic tj
3′ -UTR-derived piRNAs (Fig. 2; Robine et al. 2009; Saito
et al. 2009). A 2.4-kb flam and a 1.5-kb tj 3′ -UTR element
were cloned into the luciferase 3′ UTR in either the same
“Sense” orientation or in the opposite “Antisense” orientation as the luciferase transcript. In the “Sense” reporters,
the transcript’s sequence is in the same orientation as endogenous OSS cell piRNAs, and is predicted not to base-pair to
the piRNAs; whereas the “Antisense” reporters can base-pair
perfectly to endogenous piRNAs. We also constructed a series
of 5′ and 3′ end truncations down to 300 bp of both the flam

and tj piRNA-binding elements so that each truncation progressively reduced the number of piRNAs predicted to target
the reporter.
To demonstrate that our reporters were specifically silenced by piRNAs and not by other processes, we first nucleofected OSS cells with a PIWI-targeting siRNA (siPIWI) or a
control (siGFP), and then 48 h later transfected the reporter
plasmids (Fig. 2A). After confirming robust PIWI knockdown (Supplemental Fig. S2A), cells were harvested 2–3 d after reporter transfection and luciferase activity was measured.
It was apparent that this reporter system was now responsive
to piRNA targeting and PIWI-dependent gene silencing (Fig.
2B). Although the Antisense element reporter was expressed
much lower than the Sense element reporter in siGFP-treated
cells, this result likely reflected piRNA targeting but by itself
was not rigorous enough to establish PIWI-dependent gene
silencing because of different base sequence compositions
between Antisense and Sense elements. Therefore, we normalized the ratio of luciferase activities for the same individual reporter between siGFP and siPIWI-treated cells, which
then meaningfully revealed a PIWI-mediated regulatory effect and controls for each reporter having different mRNA
stabilities from unique sequence compositions. These experiments were performed with an earlier isolate of OSS cells
similar to what was described in Lau et al. (2009b), where
small RNAs were deeply sequenced.
Both the full-length, “Antisense” flam and tj 3′ -UTR reporters were robustly de-repressed upon PIWI knockdown when
compared with the siGFP control, whereas “Sense” reporters
barely fluctuated between the two siRNA treatments (Fig.
2C,D). The strongest, approximately fivefold derepression
was observed with all Antisense flam reporters that could
bind at least 3000 RPM of piRNAs, whereas reporters targeted
by the ∼2000 RPM of piRNAs from the full tj 3′ UTRs were
maximally derepressed at ∼2.5-fold. The series of truncations
did not indicate whether one end of each piRNA-targeted element was more amenable to silencing than the other, but
rather suggested that at least a minimum of ∼200 RPM of
piRNAs was required to exhibit a cutoff of 1.5-fold derepression. When plotting the gene silencing capacity of each reporter element against the relative amount (RPMs) of piRNAs
capable of targeting each reporter (Supplemental Fig. S2B),
we could fit a hyperbolic curve to these data. This analysis implied that the number of targeting piRNAs was the main indicator of gene silencing capacity rather than a specific region
or sequence in these two major piRNA generating elements.
This also suggested that the most robust PIWI silencing of reporters required at least 2000 RPM of targeting piRNAs, a
threshold that was consistent with our observations of endogenous TE transcript PIWI repression in OSS cells (Sytnikova
et al. 2014). Since nearly all the Sense reporters were not significantly changed between siPIWI and siGFP conditions, this
suggests that the derepression of Antisense reporters can be
attributed to endogenous piRNAs pairing to the Antisense reporter transcript rather than to the plasmid DNA.
www.rnajournal.org
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FIGURE 2. Reporter gene silencing requires a bulk of PIWI/piRNA complexes. (A) Design of the
piRNA reporter assay in OSS cells. (B) A representative assay result from C of a piRNA reporter
showing strong silencing of the “Antisense” reporter compared with the “Sense” reporter.
Although it appears there is less expression from the Antisense reporter which could be targeted
by piRNAs, this Antisense reporter cannot be meaningfully compared with the different sequence
composition of the Sense reporter. The siPIWI/siGFP normalization is critical because it shows
only the Antisense reporter is derepressed upon PIWI knockdown. (C) (Left) Reporter genes
bearing segments of flamenco elements inserted into the 3′ UTR of luciferase. (Middle) Graph
of the amounts of endogenous piRNAs in OSS cells that target the Antisense reporters. Sense reporters have the same sequence as these piRNAs. Relative numbers of piRNAs were determined
from early cultures of OSS cells used in these assays, based on reads per million (RPM) (Lau et al.
2009b). (Right) Graph of normalized ratios of luciferase expression between PIWI knockdown
with siPIWI and the control siGFP siRNA. (D) Graphics and graphs analogous to C showing
the effect on reporters bearing a segment of tj 3′ UTR. Reporter assay values depict ratio of
each reporter transgene tested by transfecting OSS cells with PIWI knockdown (siPIWI) and normalized over control OSS cell (siGFP). Error bars represent standard error of mean of biological
triplicates. Asterisks indicate statistical significance in the difference between the Antisense reporters compared with the Sense reporters (P < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
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We examined the steady-state mRNA
levels of the piRNA-targeted reporters to
see if these mRNAs were being silenced
through translation inhibition with minor mRNA destabilization, such as for
mRNAs whose 3′ UTR is targeted by certain miRNAs (Doench and Sharp 2004;
Eulalio et al. 2008; Djuranovic et al.
2012). Northern blots of the Renilla luciferase mRNA of Antisense reporters
bearing either the full-length flam and
tj 3′ -UTR elements showed strong reduction in control siGFP cells but were
derepressed to the same levels of the
Sense reporter upon PIWI knockdown
(Supplemental Fig. S2C,D). This indicated that reporter silencing was due to
suppressed mRNA levels rather than
translational regulation.

Since our reporter assay platform could
specifically determine PIWI-mediated
regulation by both TE-directed and genic
piRNAs, we deployed this system to examine OSS cell transcripts we had identified by PIWI Cross Linking Immuno
Precipitation Deep Sequencing (CLIPseq) and transcriptome profiling in the
accompanying study (Sytnikova et al.
2014). For PIWI-associated genic transcripts, we tested elements from Akap200,
larp, and Ef2b because these genes
displayed the most significant PIWI
CLIP-seq scores and displayed changes
in cytoplasmic RNA levels after PIWI
knockdown (Sytnikova et al. 2014). We
cloned into the 3′ UTR of the luciferase
reporters 300–400-bp long elements
corresponding to the PIWI-associated regions of these genes. In a similar fashion
to the flam and tj reporters, we tested
the plasmids in siPIWI knockdown and
siGFP control OSS cells (Supplemental
Fig. S3), however, the reporters bearing
these specific PIWI-associated transcript
elements were not significantly affected
by PIWI knockdown (Supplemental Fig.
S3B). Although these transcripts were
associated with PIWI as shown by CLIPseq and further confirmed by RNA
Immunoprecipitation (Sytnikova et al.
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2014), no piRNAs could be mapped with antisense complementarity to these transcripts. Thus, the absence of gene expression change from these reporters bearing the PIWIassociated transcript elements is consistent with a requirement for a sufficient number of complementary-pairing
piRNAs to trigger gene silencing.
We also constructed a set of reporters to test a genomic element that exemplifies a second group of genes which were
strongly up-regulated but did not appear to directly interact
with PIWI in CLIP-seq experiments (Sytnikova et al. 2014).
We chose to test a de novo inserted 297 TE at the Mec2 locus
because, like the other genes in OSS cells, the 297 TE was generating a novel nascent RNA being targeted by PIWI. We
cloned the Mec2 promoter region that included the 297 TE
into the 3′ UTR of luciferase in one set of plasmids; and in
another set, downstream from the Poly-A termination signal
of luciferase (Supplemental Fig. S3C), thus separating the 297
TE element from the luciferase transcript. When we tested
these reporters in siGFP- and siPIWI-treated OSS cells, all
of the 297-Mec2 segment reporters were derepressed upon
PIWI knockdown in a statistically significant and reproducible manner (Supplemental Fig. S3D). Since both the
sense-oriented elements and elements placed downstream
from the luciferase Poly-A signal were derepressed, these results are consistent with an RT-PCR analysis showing that the
297-Mec2 elements can express a transcript independently of
the luciferase transcript and plasmid promoter, and this transcript can then recruit PIWI silencing (Supplemental Fig.
S3E). This contrasts with the flam reporter, which can only
be silenced by PIWI when the flam element is oriented to
be transcribed antisense to piRNAs. Compared with the
flam reporter which is mainly comprised of Idefix sequences,
the 297-Mec2 reporters have half as many predicted targeting
piRNAs if the entire 297 was transcribed. However, the RTPCR analysis also revealed a transcript pattern that was
more complicated than we had expected, because this transcript only covered a portion of the 297-Mec2 segment
(Supplemental Fig. S3E) and this could explain the lower
than expected levels of derepression after PIWI knockdown.
Additional TE segments will need to be tested in the future to
fully understand the range of PIWI-targeting mechanisms.
PIWI-mediated TGS is robust and dependent on basepairing to the nascent transcript
In OSS and OSC cells, PIWI operates at the nascent RNA level
to silence endogenous TEs and genes adjacent to a transcriptionally active TE (Sienski et al. 2012; Sytnikova et al. 2014).
To determine whether the PIWI-dependent regulation of
our reporter transgenes was also due to TGS or PTGS, we
inserted the flam element into the 5′ UTR of the luciferase reporter, either juxtaposed to the transcriptional start site (TSS)
or within a small and efficiently spliced intron in the 5′ UTR
that enhances the translation of the luciferase (Supplemental
Fig. S4A). The piRNA-targeted elements were cloned either in

the “Sense” or “Antisense” orientation, similar to the configuration of the 3′ -UTR-based reporters. The piRNA-targeting
elements juxtaposed to the TSS behaved similarly to the
3′ -UTR-based reporters, where only the “Antisense” reporters
were strongly derepressed upon PIWI knockdown (Supplemental Fig. S4B). This experiment served as a control for
PIWI targeting being still dependent on piRNA binding to
the element in the 5′ UTR. However, the significant extension
of the 5′ UTR with these TSS-adjacent elements strongly
dampened translation efficiency (Supplemental Fig. S4C).
Since the transfection efficiency of OSC cells was also much
less compared with OSS cells, we continued to test for PIWI
TGS on reporters only in OSS cells (Supplemental Fig. S4D).
In addition, we moved the flam and the tj 3′ -UTR elements
into an intron of luciferase that is efficiently spliced out the
piRNA-binding element. This configuration restored luciferase activity levels to the same level as when the elements were
cloned in the luciferase 3′ UTR (Fig. 3A and Supplemental Fig.
S4D). The efficiency of splicing was also confirmed by RTPCR of mRNA (Fig. 3B), and we observed the “Antisense”
intronic flam element reporter mRNA to be strongly repressed in the siGFP-treated cells and up-regulated in the
siPIWI knockdown cells. Both the intronic flam-piRNA and
tj 3′ -UTR-piRNA-targeted Antisense elements were strongly
derepressed upon PIWI knockdown (Fig. 3C). Since the
spliced mature mRNAs would lack the piRNA-binding elements, these data support a model that PIWI and both genic
and TE piRNAs are targeting the nascent transcript of Renilla
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FIGURE 3. PIWI/piRNA complexes robustly mediate TGS on transgenes. (A) Reporter constructs with piRNA-binding sequences placed
into the intron within the 5′ UTR of the Renilla luciferase gene. (B)
RT-PCR analysis of the reporter mRNAs from transfected OSS cells.
Specificity of spliced transcripts was confirmed next to negative amplification controls and the plasmid DNA which contained the intron and
piRNA-binding element sequence. (C) Reporter assay values depict ratio of each reporter tested by transfecting OSS cells with PIWI knockdown (siPIWI) and normalized over control OSS cell (siGFP). Error
bars represent standard error of mean of biological triplicates.
Asterisks indicate statistical significance in the difference between the
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To examine how the PIWI/piRNA complex mediates TGS, we
deployed Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation (ChIP) analysis
of RNA Polymerase II (RNA Pol II) and Histone H3 lysine
9 tri-methylation (H3K9me3) enrichment at endogenous
OSS cell genomic loci in addition to the transfected flamenco
piRNA reporter (Fig. 4A). We observed expected enrichment
of the silenced chromatin mark of H3K9me3 at Blood, an
endogenous multicopy TE, and this mark decreased after
PIWI knockdown. RNA Pol II was depleted from Blood loci
and enriched on the promoter region of Actin5C, a constitutively expressed housekeeping gene locus. RNA Pol II was
minimally present at the Mec2 locus because the de novo inserted 297 TE was triggering PIWI-mediated gene silencing
(Sytnikova et al. 2014) and the enrichment of H3K9me3.
However, RNA Pol II recruitment was increased at Mec2
after PIWI knockdown while the H3K9me3 levels were decreased, which is consistent with the TGS mechanism proposed for PIWI-mediated gene silencing (Wang and Elgin
2011; Sienski et al. 2012; Huang et al. 2013; Le Thomas et al.
2013; Rozhkov et al. 2013). These results confirm that our
ChIP protocol is properly interrogating the chromatin marks
on OSS cell loci.
Since the flam element 3′ -UTR reporter constructs were
transiently transfected as plasmids, we expected chromatin
mark enrichment levels to be dampened by a bulk of plasmids
being automatically silenced by other non-PIWI pathway heterochromatin silencing processes (Suzuki et al. 2006; Riu et al.
2007). Indeed, the relative quantitation of chromatin lysate
inputs indicated there was 1024- and 32-fold more copies of
plasmid DNA and Blood TE loci, respectively, when compared
with Actin5C and Mec2 loci which were equivalent to each
other (data not shown). Nevertheless, our ChIP analysis managed to detect RNA Pol II and H3K9me3 on both the Sense and
Antisense flam reporters (Fig. 4A, lower right panel). Since
only the flam Antisense reporters were sensitive to PIWI/
piRNA targeting, we expected to detect greater H3K9me3
levels on the Antisense reporter compared with the Sense reporter, and H3K9me3 levels only decreased on the Antisense
reporter upon PIWI knockdown. However, we also observed
an Antisense-reporter specific decrease in RNA Pol II levels
upon PIWI knockdown, which contrasts with the increased
levels of reporter transcripts and luciferase expression of the
reporter as well as the RNA Poll II increase at Mec2 following
PIWI knockdown. We can conclude that some proportions
of plasmid reporters are properly incorporated with facultative chromatin to allow enough nascent RNA transcription
of the flam piRNA element for the recruitment PIWI/piRNA
complex to initiate TGS.

Sense Reporter
25

Fraction of Input (%)

The chromatin state of endogenous genes and reporter
plasmids silenced by the PIWI/piRNA complex

A

Fraction of Input (%)

luciferase even prior to splicing, and PIWI-mediated TGS can
occur so robustly that even transiently transfected plasmid reporters can be efficiently silenced.

RNA Pol II H3K9me3

B

Initial TGS of TEs
require critical threshold
of piRNAs targeting
nascent transcript.
TE element
CDS
UTR

Other less-frequent
binding events
– no major effect.

Chromatin

Repressive marks

RNA Pol II

Activating marks

PIWI/piRNA
complexes

FIGURE 4. PIWI-mediated TGS operates through chromatin changes.
(A) Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays measuring RNA
Polymerase II (RNA Pol II) and Histone H3 lysine 9 tri-methylation
(H3K9me3) enrichment at OSS cell genomic loci and the flamenco
piRNA reporter. Blood is an endogenous TE that is epigenetically silenced,
Actin5C is a constitutively expressed housekeeping gene locus, Mec2 is a
locus with a de novo 297 TE and under PIWI-mediated silencing in OSS
cells (Sytnikova et al. 2014), and the flam element 3′ -UTR reporter constructs were transiently transfected plasmids. Error bars represent standard error of mean of biological triplicates. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests
for certain comparisons of siPIWI versus siGFP conditions are represented by (∗∗∗ ) P < 0.05, (∗∗ ) P < 0.1, and (∗ ) P < 0.2. The inset for the Blood
ChIP is a different scale of the main figure to show the RNA Pol II levels.
(B) A model that suggests the dominant mechanism for PIWI directed
gene silencing is TGS and this mechanism requires a bulk of piRNAs interacting with the nascent transcript. Most protein-coding transcripts are
unaffected by less-frequent PIWI/piRNA interactions.

DISCUSSION
The extreme diversity of piRNAs, i.e., in Drosophila follicle
and OSS cells, creates a target prediction challenge because
most piRNAs are sequenced with much lower frequency compared with miRNAs (Girard et al. 2006; Lau et al. 2006, 2009a,
b; Brennecke et al. 2007). Therefore, it is not straightforward
to choose individual “abundant” piRNAs to carry out target
predictions. When we used a mainstay approach to validate
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miRNA target regulation—reporters with individual target
sites—for a subset of the most-abundant single piRNAs, we
did not observe a robust gene silencing effect. The difference
in gene silencing mechanisms between AGO1/miRNA complexes and PIWI/piRNA complexes was further emphasized
by a tethered reporter assay that bypasses the requirement
for small RNA-mediated target binding. This is consistent
with the literature indicating that, in contrast to Ago proteins,
Piwi proteins do not interact with the translation regulating
GW182 proteins (Miyoshi et al. 2009).
Genetically, PIWI affects the levels of chromatin marks like
H3K9Me3 and Heterochromatin Protein 1 (HP1) deposition
(Pal-Bhadra et al. 2004; Brower-Toland et al. 2007; Klenov
et al. 2007; Yin and Lin 2007; Wang and Elgin 2011). Several
recent genome-wide studies examining mutants and genetic
perturbations of the Piwi pathway in flies have confirmed
the transcriptional silencing mechanism of TEs by PIWI
via a transcription-repressive chromatin state (Sienski et al.
2012; Huang et al. 2013; Le Thomas et al. 2013; Ohtani
et al. 2013; Rozhkov et al. 2013). Here, we present a reporter
assay platform that shows a dependence on PIWI and piRNA
complementarity for triggering robust gene silencing, and
the silencing capacity appeared to be present in both TE-directed piRNAs as well as genic piRNAs. Whereas, TEs are obviously the targets of TE-directed piRNAs, the targets of genic
piRNAs are still mysterious because we have not been able to
determine particular up-regulated genes that can pair to a
large enough bulk of genic piRNAs. Our data in OSS cells indicates that the robust TE-repression by PIWI and piRNAs requires base-pairing to the nascent transcript rather than the
DNA, although it is possible that upon extended time periods
during fly development the PIWI/piRNA complex may also
directly interact with DNA.
From our data, we propose a model (Fig. 4B) that can explain how the tremendous diversity of different piRNAs primarily direct PIWI complexes to silence TE transcripts
without affecting most other protein-coding transcripts.
Since the largest proportions of Drosophila piRNAs are complementary to TEs, only this bulk of piRNA interactions
against TEs is large enough to manifest direct target regulation. This mechanism depends upon piRNAs interacting
with the nascent transcript, which can result in chromatin
changes, but we do not rule out a role for PIWI in stimulating
RNA turning over. Due to the limitations of plasmid transfections, we were unable to show that a Slicer-defective
PIWI transgene could rescue reporter gene silencing after
PIWI knockdown in OSS cells (data not shown). However,
others have previously shown that Drosophila PIWI deficient
in Slicer activity can rescue TE silencing after PIWI knockdown in OSCs (Saito et al. 2010) and rescue piwi mutant sterility (Darricarrere et al. 2013). This contrasts with mouse
MIWI and MILI proteins that do require Slicer activity for
TE silencing (De Fazio et al. 2011; Reuter et al. 2011).
With regard to other non-TE transcripts, we propose that
limited interactions between PIWI and protein-coding tran-

scripts, such as mismatches between transcripts and piRNAs,
are insufficient to manifest strong silencing. Nevertheless,
Piwi proteins may also have promiscuous RNA binding activity (Vourekas et al. 2012), including association to novel long
noncoding RNAs expressed in gonadal cells (Sytnikova et al.
2014), which may allow Piwi proteins to accommodate the
broad sequence diversity of piRNA precursors.
Our work adds a novel vantage point that complements
the other recent studies: The PIWI/piRNA complex is versatile in mediating TGS on many loci in the nucleus. Future efforts with this system will enable better understanding of how
the PIWI silencing mechanism operates on these transiently
transfected piRNA reporter plasmids which are chromatinized but unlikely to be integrated. In 48 h after transfection,
a TGS-like repression is established that includes H3K9me3
changes, but the decrease of RNA Pol II occupancy after
PIWI knockdown is perplexing. What is unknown is whether
PIWI-mediated silencing blocks transcription initiation or
whether it may be similar to the nuclear RNAi (Nrde) pathway in Caenorhabditis elegans, which actually only impacts
downstream RNA Pol II occupancy and transcriptional elongation (Guang et al. 2010; Burton et al. 2011). In this vein,
our reporter system presents an excellent platform for future
studies to examine the kinetics and mechanisms of de novo
establishment of the TGS state by the PIWI/piRNA machinery. This next pursuit will allow us to address how the PIWI/
piRNA complex directs chromatin repressive marks to target
loci and how it affects RNA Polymerase II recruitment and
elongation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
OSS cells cultivation
OSS cells were cultured according to Niki (2009) in M3 media supplemented with 10% heat inactivated FBS, 1× fly extract, 10 µg/mL
insulin, 0.6 mg/mL glutathione. For PIWI depletions, 500 pmol
siRNAs were electroporated into a 10-cm plate of OSS cells using
Amaxa kit V (program D013), and cells were cultured for 4 d before
harvesting.

Luciferase reporter assays and reporter gene cloning
The siRNAs siGFP and siPiwi are according to Saito et al. (2009) and
were nucleofected into OSS cells with the Amaxa and the V-kit with
program D013. Reporter vectors were transfected 48 h after siRNA
electroporation using FugeneHD (total 10 µg per 10 cm dish, equal
amount of Firefly and Renilla reporter vectors). Seventy-two hours
after reporter transfection cells were lysed, Renilla and Firefly luciferases activities were measured using the Dual Luciferase Assay Kit
(Promega). The Renilla signal was normalized against Firefly. The
Renilla and Firefly luciferase reporters were based on the reporter
constructs used in Marr et al. (2012). The oligonucleotides used
for amplifying the flamenco and tj 3′ -UTR elements are listed in
Supplemental Table S1 and genomic PCR fragments containing
ApaI sites were cloned into pFREN-0 (the Renilla luciferase reporter
driven by a mini-actin promoter).
www.rnajournal.org
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RNA purification and Northern/RT-PCR analysis
Total RNA was extracted from OSS cells and fractions by TRI-reagent
RT (MRC, Inc.). Remaining DNA was digested by 6U of DNaseI
(NEB). To assess RNA expression level change reverse transcription
was performed using 0.2 µg of RNA and M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega). For TE elements evaluation cDNA synthesis was performed by random primer and for genic sequences (dT)18 oligo was
used. qPCR was performed using Go-Taq SybrGreen Master mix
(Promega) on Bio-Rad C1000 machine. Oligonucleotides used for
specific sequences amplification are listed in Supplemental Table
S4. Relative changes in gene expression were calculated using the
2ΔΔCt method (Winer et al. 1999). RpL32/Rp49 mRNA was used
for normalization of gene expression.

Western blots and antibodies
SDS-PAGE (SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) and Western
blotting were performed according to standard protocols. Rabbit
polyclonal antibody to PIWI was raised to the synthetic peptide
that corresponds to N-terminus (CADDQGRGRRRPLNEDD). Immunizations and bleedings were performed by Cocalico Biologicals Inc., antibody was purified using the SulfoLink kit (Pierce).
Mouse anti-α-Tubulin (E7A) and anti-HA antibodies were purchased from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank and
Pierce, respectively.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation
ChIP was performed as previously described (Rozhkov et al. 2013)
with the following modifications. Fully confluent 10-cm dishes of
OSS cells were washed with 1× D-PBS, and crosslinked in 1.6%
formaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature. Fixing was quenched
for 5 min by addition of glycine to 125 mM, final concentration.
Fixed cells were collected with rubber policeman, and pelleted.
Cells were resuspended in lysis buffer (Rozhkov et al. 2013), and lysed
on ice for 10 min. Cell lysates were then sonicated with Q125
Sonicator (QSonica) 30′′ ON/OFF cycle for 10 min to produce
DNA fragments from 100 to 500 bp. Sheared chromatin was then
cleared and stored at −20°C. For immunoprecipitation, chromatin
aliquots were diluted 20-fold in chromatin dilution buffer (16.7
mM Tris–HCl at pH 8, 1.2 mM EDTA, 167 mM NaCl, 0.5%
Triton X-100) and precleared with 10 μL of Protein A magnetic beads
(Millipore #16-661) incubated in blocking buffer (0.5% Tween-20, 5
mg/mL BSA in PBS) for 1 h at 4°C. Precleared beads were removed,
and replaced with antibody-conjugated beads. Reactions were incubated overnight at 4°C. Beads were then washed sequentially with the
following: 6× with RIPA buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8, 1 mM
EDTA, 140 mM NaCl, 0.5% Triton X-100, 0.1% Deoxycholate),
2× with RIPA/500 buffer (RIPA supplemented with 500 mM
NaCl), 2× with LiCl buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8, 1 mM
EDTA, 250 mM LiCl, 0.5% NP-40, 0.5% deoxycholate), and 2×
with TE buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8, 1 mM EDTA). To reverse
crosslinking, beads were resuspended in Elution buffer (10 mM
Tris–HCl at pH 8, 5 mM EDTA, 300 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS), and incubated at 65°C overnight. Reactions were then incubated at 37°C
sequentially with 10U RNase A and Proteinase K. Reactions were
then phenol/chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated and resuspended with dH2O. qPCR was then performed using primer pairs
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specified in Supplemental Table S1, including primers from Wang
and Elgin (2011).

Mapping of piRNAs to TEs and mRNAs
The OSS cell piRNA reads from Lau et al. (2009b) were mapped with
up to four mismatches using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg
2012) against the exons of a RefSeq transcript gene list from the
Drosophila Dm3 assembly, and to the list of Drosophila consensus
TE sequences obtained from the RepBase database (Kapitonov
and Jurka 2008) and from FlyBase (Kaminker et al. 2002).

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material is available for this article.
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